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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the threats and opportunities for military deception created by social media. Overall, the paper asserts that although there are barriers, social media can and should be used for military deception operations. Furthermore, comprehensive counterdeception strategies should be developed. Using recent examples, it describes how social media is currently being used for deception by multiple actors and illustrates the need for more agile counterdeception efforts. It also explores opportunities for the use of social media by the Department of Defense in its own military deception operations. A review of doctrinal and legal issues highlights the potential barriers that exist in the use of social media in military deception and counterdeception, and recommendations for future planning and operations are provided. With looming Department of Defense budget cuts, integration of military deception and social media can be an inexpensive, but lucrative force multiplier.
Introduction

Social media has revolutionized the spread of information. These technologies, which allow online communication through user-generated content, exist in multiple forms on multiple platforms. They include text, picture, and video formats in blogs, collaborative projects, and social networking sites.\(^1\) Reporting of events in one part of the world no longer depends on traditional media to pick it up and process it. In addition, social media tools have transformed the spread of information from one-way conversations via radio, newspaper, and television to interactive conversations open to millions of people. Currently, there are more than one billion Facebook users, over 340 million Tweets per day, and 72 hours of video uploaded to YouTube every minute.\(^2\)

Military organizations have not gone untouched by the information revolution created by the new digital media. On 14 November 2012, the Israel Defense Force (IDF) first announced attacks on the Gaza Strip via their Twitter account, not through a press conference. This action set the stage for the days to come. In addition to rocket attacks and gunshots, a non-kinetic “social media war” ensued. While the IDF was considered to have a well-organized machine versus Hamas, nonstop updates were provided by both sides on Twitter and other social media sites. Civilians even got involved, adding their own inputs on Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook.\(^3\) The winner of the propaganda war is up for debate, but it certainly depicted an idea of how future operations may look.

While not a smooth process, the Department of Defense (DOD) has also begun to integrate these new platforms into their information operations (IO). In 2009, the DOD performed a review on social media and examined the potential benefits versus security risks.\(^4\) As a follow-up in 2010, Deputy Defense Secretary William J. Lynn issued a memorandum
allowing the responsible use of internet-based capabilities, including social media tools, on DOD networks.  

The DOD is increasingly embracing social media use, with hundreds of official sites across more than 16 different platforms. Efforts are mostly focused in the Public Affairs (PA) arena, as ongoing concerns regarding security and the openness of these forums have limited social media use in other areas. However, as one of the core IO capabilities, military deception (MILDEC) offers a powerful venue to leverage the new social media technologies. Joint Publication 3-13.4, *Military Deception*, defines MILDEC as “actions executed to deliberately mislead adversary military, paramilitary, or violent extremist organization decision makers, thereby causing the adversary to take specific actions (or inactions) that will contribute to the accomplishment of the friendly mission.” Although there are legal and doctrinal concerns, the rapid explosion of social media presents a new weapon for the DOD in executing and supporting MILDEC operations, and as recent events demonstrate, a new threat that requires exploration of more agile counterdeception methods.

**A Deception Threat Exists**

With the increase in capabilities in the information age, it was believed by some that MILDEC operations could no longer be carried out. The capabilities were expected to create omniscient actors. However, this has not proven to be true. There are many examples that show how deception is still possible and how tactics have adapted to the newer technologies. For example, in Desert Shield, the intense media coverage of the amphibious operations in the Gulf of Oman only enhanced the deception operation. “Deception’s target remains the same, only the pathways to the target have changed.”
The use of social media for deception and disinformation has already shown up in recent conflicts. For example, in August 2012, a Reuters Twitter account was hacked by supporters of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and eluded to a rebel defeat in Aleppo. The next day, an account controlled by Syrian rebel forces reported the death of President al-Assad. After a continuation of false posts and inaccurate reports, Reuters’ system was temporarily shut down. Furthermore, in the most recent conflict in Gaza, pictures of dead children from the Syrian conflict were posted on Twitter and Facebook, with false reports suggesting that the casualties were from rocket attacks in the area. In both examples, the information quickly proved to be false, and it appeared the efforts did not provide either side with an advantage on a tactical, operational, or strategic level. However, they clearly illustrate how deception tactics are finding their way into social media.

There are instances where deception using social media is proving effective. In Mexico, crime organizations have used Facebook and Twitter to spread false information and warnings about violence, diverting police attention. This requires officers to not only respond to false reports, but also to expend effort counteracting panic and chaos caused by the rumors. Because violence is typical in many areas in Mexico, crime organizations can take advantage of this preconditioning and set the populace and police up for a reaction.

The United States (US) is not immune to exposure to deception through the new media avenues. On 26 March 2006, the United States fell victim to the almost instantaneous reporting cycle the new media permits. During Operation Valhalla, US and Iraqi Special Forces units tracked down and defeated Jaish al-Mahdi (JAM) death squad fighters who had brutally murdered several civilians and Iraqi troops. In the encounter, the US and Iraqi forces killed 16-
17 JAM fighters, captured approximately the same number, destroyed a weapons cache, and rescued a hostage. Overall, it was a successful operation.

However, less than one hour after they left the site, pictures from a cell phone camera were posted on the internet that portrayed a very different story. Someone had repositioned the bodies and moved the guns so that it appeared as though the JAM fighters were killed during prayer. A press release accompanied the pictures, claiming American troops had murdered the men during prayer at a mosque. The traditional media jumped on the story right away, and it grabbed the attention of the American public. Although “before” pictures by US forces did exist, it took 70 hours for a briefing to occur, and a month-long investigation still ensued. During this investigation, the US Special Forces unit was essentially non-operational. Whether or not this was originally meant as a propaganda method targeted to local audiences, this deception ultimately had an impact on the US public and decision makers, temporarily degrading operational capability.\(^{16}\)

The Need for Counterdeception

Even if the US military chooses not to use social media as a technical means in MILDEC operations, it cannot ignore the need for counterdeception efforts in regards to social media use by current or future adversary forces. The Taliban is using Facebook for recruiting, to incite terrorist attacks, and to spread false information.\(^{17}\) China, while highly censored and not operating on traditional Western and Asian sites, has robust social media use by its population.\(^{18}\) Furthermore, the fastest growth in the use of new media technologies is in regions at risk for instability, the probable battlefronts in the future.\(^{19}\)

Just as traditional media was used for disinformation and black propaganda in the past, new media will be used in the future. However, the new social media platforms remove a level of
filtering for accuracy that should normally be performed by traditional media. It is now a world of instantaneous reporting by anyone with a cell phone camera and internet connection, plus an increased ease in the ability to manipulate images and messages. “Overall, new media have leveled the playing field between state and non-state actors and made it possible for anyone with minimal access to basic infrastructure – individuals, social movements, criminals and corporations – to operate globally, and often outmaneuver and outpace states and international institutions.”

According to JP 3-3.14, “counterdeception includes actions taken to thwart adversary attempts to capitalize on deception tactics.” These actions can include efforts to reveal the deception and discredit the deceivers by revealing the truth. In concert with intelligence capabilities to detect deceptions on social media platforms, methods for countering adversary deception need to be envisioned, planned for, and be able to be executed quickly. Even a 24-hour delay can be too long. And, while the deception may be specifically targeted to the US public versus the military, the example with Operation Valhalla demonstrates how targeting the US public can affect the actions of military decision makers.

While the reaction needs to be quick, it also needs to be comprehensive, using all appropriate dissemination mediums, including social media, to get the true story out. Military information support operations (MISO) and PA can be useful in these efforts. As early as 2005, US Central Command (CENTCOM) was using bloggers to spread positive messages and counter false information about US efforts in the Global War on Terrorism. For example, one blogger claimed that US troops lured children with candy and then used them as shields during operations. The CENTCOM PA team of bloggers was able to comment on the blog about the inaccuracy of the information and provide a truthful interpretation of recent events. However,
there is still a predilection by the US military to use traditional media for counterdeception efforts. In discussing counterdeception and exposure of enemy deception operations, JP 3-3.14 expresses that “exposure techniques could include the use of print and broadcast media to garner support among allies and influence the adversary’s population.”

Another way to thwart adversary social media deceptions is to be less reactionary, instead getting ahead of the enemy in the information war. For example, just as traditional media has been embedded with military units, the United States can use the availability of connectivity to user-generated media to allow airmen, soldiers, seamen, and marines to become the truthful storytellers. The Army has been exploring the use of the new media, and in January 2008, the Army War College held a workshop, “New Media and the Warfighter,” that used focus groups to examine opportunities and challenges for new media. As part of the findings, they suggested, “American Soldiers and mil-bloggers can directly and effectively inform the home front by simply telling their stories. For other audiences — including potentially hostile ones — third party validators can be “force multipliers” that enhance the stickiness of U.S. strategic communication and propaganda countering efforts.”

Operations Security Concerns

There have already been instances of unofficial military blogs arising out of Iraq and Afghanistan. However, because of its implications for operations security (OPSEC), many have been shut down. OPSEC looks to reduce adversary collection and use of friendly critical information. Social media create a significant threat to this program. For example, in 2010, Israel had to cancel an operation because a soldier posted details about it on his Facebook account. In addition, Israeli leadership encouraged Israeli citizens in the recent Gaza conflict to stop revealing Hamas rocket attack locations on social media because of the potential for the
photographs and descriptions to improve Hamas’ targeting ability. Today’s military members, raised in the information age, expect constant, open communication. However, this becomes an OPSEC risk. Pictures, with or without geotagging, and seemingly innocuous comments can reveal information on deployments and operations.

OPSEC concerns highlight another area where the US military is vulnerable to enemy social media deception: social engineering. Even members with appropriate privacy settings on sites such as Facebook can become individual targets of deception through phishing. For example, a false Facebook account for US Admiral James Stavridis was discovered while he was serving as the Commander of US European Command and North Atlantic Treaty Organization Supreme Allied Commander in Europe. It appears the profile was used to collect information found on the pages of targeted individuals by “friending” them. A seemingly simple deception was used to collect potentially critical data. In 2011, China’s state media reported that the People’s Liberation Army would be banned from using social media because of these concerns.

The DOD recognizes its own attempts to enhance strategic communications through social media pose additional deception and OPSEC concerns. Beyond just the open source intelligence (OSINT) that can be collected by other entities, there is also a risk of hacking and deception via computer network operations by allowing .mil networks to be connected to these sites. However, with social media use only expanding, the direction to take is not to restrict its use, but to set up appropriate security protocols and to teach military members to use it responsibly and effectively. While the use of traditional media should not be abandoned, as more and more people are plugged into social media, these platforms have to be utilized for both reactive and proactive counterdeception if the truthful message is going to effectively be conveyed to and imbedded in the minds of both friend and foe.
Opportunities for US Deception

Counterdeception and concerns over OPSEC are not the only areas in which the United States should focus its efforts in regards to social media. These sites can be used in the United States’ own MILDEC operations. “See, Think, Do” – this is the target’s cognitive process that MILDEC planners strive to exploit. As a technical means, social media can give adversary decision makers a picture that affects their cognitive processing and propels them to act, or not act, in a manner that supports United States’ goals and objectives. While a ruse may not be able to be entirely conducted through social media, these platforms can certainly be used as an information conduit, especially as more and more people and organizations become connected to them.

MILDEC operations are generally categorized into two types: ambiguity-reducing and ambiguity-enhancing. The first type attempts to purposefully mislead the adversary, and the second type strives to confuse the adversary. In general, the dawn of the information age created a domain in which ambiguity–enhancing deceptions can be readily employed. Increasing network signals or “noise” via social media can be used to increase ambiguity. Ambiguity-enhancing deceptions are also potentially more resilient to security breaches, as a leak in an already ambiguous operating environment may go unnoticed or further increase uncertainty.

Beyond just increasing information to increase ambiguity, social media’s use as a conduit can support tactical and operational deception plans in other ways. For example, it is reported that the US military procured software to allow the development of “realistic” profiles on social media sites. Purported to be used for counterpropaganda, and therefore useful for counterdeception efforts, it could also be used as a conduit to infiltrate and pass on selected
information to the adversary in support of a MILDEC plan. In addition, social media can be used as a modern day conduit for MISO materials in support of a MILDEC operation. For example, messages previously seen via paper pamphlets, such as those used in support of the amphibious buildup before Desert Storm, can be transmitted via blogs, “E-flets,” or mass text messaging.44

Furthermore, previously mentioned OPSEC concerns are actually one area in which social media can be leveraged for MILDEC operations, specifically by exploiting OPSEC violations. For example, if a unit is deployed to unwittingly support a MILDEC operation, some members may post information on their Facebook pages that reveal location details or operation timelines. These violations by unwitting participants can be exploited, or other “violations” can be created by witting participants, in an effort to mislead or confuse the enemy. Just as the United States would be monitoring social media for OSINT, the adversary will be also.

The DOD may also use social media for deception in support of OPSEC (DISO). One participant in the Army War College’s workshop described how he planned operations to look a certain way because he knew individuals would see and blog about it.45 Thus, if it is known that people are watching, and will blog about it, photograph and post it, or load a video in a social media venue where the adversary will see it, commanders can make equipment, movements, and operations appear a certain way. “DISO can directly support OPSEC by creating numerous false indicators, making it more difficult for adversary intelligence analysts to identify the real indicators that OPSEC is seeking to control.”46 In the Air Force’s signature management program, DISO is a key component.47

Some may argue that there is too much information and too many collection methods available for social media platforms to be effective to in supporting MILDEC. However, the examples previously described suggest otherwise. Putting a twist on one of the military
deception maxims, “Jones’ Dilemma,” the 1988 Army Field Manual 90-2, *Battlefield Deception*, states “that the greater the collection capability an opponent has, the greater the opportunity to feed him specifically designed false information.” Certainly, the vast number of social media platforms can provide this greater opportunity. But, increased information does not necessarily mislead or confuse if it is implausible or ignored. Therefore, it will take close coordination with intelligence and counterintelligence personnel to determine the most effective means of transferring information. With a good knowledge of the target, social media may be skillfully integrated into a MILDEC operation. For smaller, decentralized terrorist organizations, deceptive information transferred via social media platforms may be more readily performed versus a nation like China whose capabilities are more sophisticated and tightly controlled. However, history has shown that deception success can be achieved by a technologically disadvantaged adversary.

**Barriers for Social Media in MILDEC**

In regards to MILDEC, concerns with use of social media extend beyond just the OPSEC risk. MILDEC planning and operations are prohibited from targeting or misleading US Congress, US media, and the American public. However, with the openness and global availability of social media, even if the true targets are foreign adversaries, it is difficult to isolate or discriminate between domestic and international audiences. Once the information is out, there is little ability to control where it goes. Increasingly, traditional media is using social media as a source for information, which only magnifies the potential for it to reach American audiences.

Furthermore, the risk of discovery of a US deception operation using social media can have consequences beyond operational degradation; it has a high chance of undermining credibility. “This potential for blowback is especially strong in counterinsurgency and stability
operations. The dilemma is the same people you may need to deceive to protect OPSEC (NGOs, contractors, and especially the indigenous population) are the people that you want to trust you.”54 One brigade combat team commander in Iraq, while completely dedicated to creative IO, believed that deception operations should never be implemented for this reason.55

IO also comes with complexity in the level and distribution of authorities, and senior leaders uncomfortable or unfamiliar with social media platforms will be more cautious in their employment.56 The use of social media is further complicated by the limited clarity and complexity as related to laws for cyberspace. Thomas Wingfield describes how it is necessary to determine the appropriate body of law that governs the information operation action. This may exist under multiple overlapping regimes and at multiple levels. A MILDEC operation may have to consider law not only related to military operations, but at multiple levels: international, domestic, and within an intermediate nation through which the operations runs.57 For example, if a server for a social media site is held within a neutral country, military operations using this site may violate the rights of neutral nations under the 1907 Hague Convention.58

As it specifically relates to MILDEC, one author summarizes that whatever the method utilized, it must be in line with what are traditionally considered “permissible ruses.”59 Unlawful deceptions, including acts of perfidy, extend into the social media realm. Perfidy uses deception to manipulate the enemy’s compliance with the laws of war. It includes such acts as feigning surrender to kill or capture the enemy and the use of protective signs and symbols to hide friendly forces or equipment.60 For example, it would be considered unlawful to use a manipulated YouTube video protraying a false ceasefire in order to capture, injure, or kill the enemy.61
The best way to overcome these barriers is already present in IO and MILDEC doctrine. Close coordination of personnel and activities across the IO spectrum, including legal consultants and interagency partners, combined with proactive planning and intelligence preparation of the operational environment can mitigate the risks and barriers associated with social media use. While MILDEC planning and operations should only be revealed on a need-to-know basis, effective communication and collaboration with other IO representatives ensures unity of effort.

The Way Ahead

Social media has already been used in deception and disinformation operations. At a minimum, the United States needs to examine methods for counterdeception, including those that integrate social media. Although the DOD may restrict itself from performing certain deceptions on these forums, feasible tactics and techniques should be explored within MILDEC planning and operations. Four steps can assist in plotting a path to achieve these objectives: embrace, educate, empower, and employ.

Embrace. The first step to integrating social media into MILDEC operations, including counterdeception, is to embrace these technologies. While this process has certainly started, there is more work to be done. In a recent address, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff acknowledged the need to embrace change and learn about the increased capabilities for the application of soft power. However, his comments were tinged with typical caution, calling for better understanding to prevent “information fratricide.” While this concern is valid, it should not be a block to action, but a call to put more effort into developing tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) for information operations in this realm along with a cadre of experts to execute them.
**Educate.** Comfort in embracing social media use for MILDEC requires more effort towards development of a cadre of IO experts within all of the services. They should understand social media capabilities, threats, and the strategic implications of its use. Once this occurs, individuals and teams can be integrated into IO cells and individual units. However, more robust education and training is also required for all DOD personnel, including civilian and contractors, on responsible social media use. This includes providing an understanding of the threat of adversary deception tactics, such as social engineering, and the need for overall OPSEC awareness. The training should not be limited to annual computer based training modules. It needs to be integrated into entry level training and professional military education, with targeted advanced education for certain career fields that operate in a high security environment.

**Empower.** Next, to facilitate agile MILDEC, efforts should be made to allow execution of social media use at lower echelons, especially in terms of counterdeception efforts. This does not mean that any DOD member should be permitted to have an official blog to tell their story. It does mean that the expert IO cadre should be empowered. In “A Commander’s Strategy for Social Media,” Colonel Thomas Mayfield recommends social media use through centralized planning and decentralized execution. Because the potential exists for negative strategic implications in regards to credibility, information fratricide, and OPSEC, the level of approval authority should remain high to permit integration across all IO areas and government agencies. However, early planning, development of clear commander’s intent as to information effects, clear rules of engagement, and TTPs can provide appropriately trained IO personnel with the ability to quickly counter adversary social media deceptions or execute tactical deceptions with these platforms. The negative operational consequences that resulted from the three-day
delayed response after Operation Valhalla illustrates the importance of agility in a world of almost instantaneous information dissemination.

*Employment.* While PA and MISO, in general operations and for counterdeception, can provide a testing ground for social media use, the DOD should not delay attempts to employ social media for MILDEC. This does not require executing an entire ruse on Facebook through a false profile. As a start, social media can be used as information conduits to targets, showing only pieces of “truthful” information functioning to mislead the adversary. This is similar to the unwitting role of the media during the Desert Storm amphibious landing deception. Exploiting adversary use of social media OSINT through DISO is another lower threat avenue to examine as a starting point. As previously discussed, proactive planning, cooperation with other IO personnel, and careful integration into the supported operation can mitigate many of the risks associated with social media use.

**Conclusion**

Throughout history, changes in technology have altered the environment and methods for conflict. Today’s technologies created cyberspace as the newest warfare environment, with social media as the newest weapon. “The current and future geo-strategic environment requires preparation for a battlespace in which symbolic informational wins may precipitate strategic effects equivalent to, or greater than, lethal operations. It demands a paradigm shift away from an emphasis on information control and towards information engagement.”69 Digital immigrants must learn to adapt to the evolving information warfare capabilities and threats, including the use of social media, or risk failure when trying to obtain and maintain US information superiority.70

Challenges exist for the US military in using social media as a weapon in IO. However, as this paper illustrates, adversaries will not be afraid to leverage social media to win the
information battles, including the use of deception and disinformation. At a minimum, counterdeception strategies need to be developed to impede the adversary’s ability to capitalize on deception efforts. These strategies should be proactive, rapid when reactive, flexible, and comprehensive, using all possible dissemination methods. However, in order to take full advantage of social media as a weapon, the US military should use these forums as a technical means and conduit in its own MILDEC operations.

The path to maximizing social media’s potential in MILDEC starts with integration and collaboration of personnel and efforts across the IO spectrum. It can be further enhanced by creating a culture that embraces social media, educating military members on its capabilities and security threats, empowering IO professionals to use social media, and getting comfortable employing social media in IO. Both social media and MILDEC are cost-effective force multipliers.\(^7\) In the current fiscally-constrained environment, it is only sensible to attempt to leverage these capabilities together.
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